"... time writes no wrinkles on the brow of eternity."
Reginald Heber
There are thousands of traditional Irish dance
tunes, slow airs, and marches, a body of music
that grows and changes as the tunes and the way
of playing them are passed between musicians
and from generation to generation. Some of the
tunes are over 300 years old, their composer long
forgotten, but new tunes are constantly being
dreamed up, a few of which are adopted into the
tradition. Here are both old tunes and new. I
hope they blend well and will warm your heart.
The traditional musician's goal in learning a tune
is to find his or her own way of playing it, a way
that honors both the tune and the tradition. To
keep it fresh, the melody is phrased a bit
differently each time through, using different

ornaments and melodic variations. Melody is the
heart of this music. For hundreds of years tunes
were played solo or in unison, without harmonic
accompaniment. During the last half of the 20th
century accompanying instruments like piano,
guitar and bouzouki came into use, and larger
groups formed to play the music professionally.
Large groups can have an exciting sound, but the
tune and what the musician does with it can be
appreciated better from solo or duo playing, with
a sparse accompaniment that does not obscure
the melody. This is the sound I have sought on
this recording.
Larry Mallette 1998/2013

About Tune Descriptions
I have numbered the tunes according to their track
position on the CD. The liner notes for both the
original and traditional tunes are given, but not the
traditional tunes, as they are readily available from
the Internet.

The description for each tune set indicates the
instrument I used in recording it. Each tune is
shown in the key in which it would normally be
played on a standard D flute or whistle. If you
wish to play along with the CD, use the same
fingerings on the appropriate flute or whistle.

1. Pipe on the Hob (traditional)/Katie Farrell's. Pipe On the Hob is a popular traditional tune that somehow never seems
to grow old. My Irish-Italian grandmother, Mary Katherine Farrell, loved music of all kinds. Sadly, she didn't have any
traditional Irish music, being an assimilated, second generation American, but I think she would have liked this tune I made
for her. D flute.
2. Reels: Sgt. Early's Dream (traditional)/Paddy Fahey's No. 1 (P. Fahey)/Julia Delaney (traditional). This set of
traditional reels is a standby at our session in Houston. The keys they are usually play in give difficult fingerings on the D
whistle or keyless flute, so I learned them on the C whistle, on which they lie quite naturally. C whistle.
3. Song: Donal (traditional). The Northumbrian pipe drones make a somber backdrop for this beautiful ballad that Lara
learned from a fellow student at the Willie Clancy Summer School in Miltown Malbay, Co.Clare. An alternate title is My
Donald. D flute.

4. Slip Jigs / Double Jig: Smile and Wave (L. Mallette)/Cliffs of Moher (Traditional). The first tune is a slip jig I named
for "Smile" and "Wave", stage names of two show-biz friends of mine. The alternating moods of the A and B part reflect the
joy of meeting and the sadness of parting. I first heard a slow version of The Cliffs of Moher when Therese requested the
tune of Kevin Burke during an impromptu solo set he did one night at McGonigel's Mucky Duck Pub in Houston. D flute.

5. Reels: Lucky's (L. Mallette)/Knitting the Fog (D. de Brun)/The Coalminer/The Sands of Time (L. Mallette).
Lucky's came to me during a drive in rural Texas. It turned out to be a ridiculously happy sort of tune. Knitting the Fog is by
Dublin musician Darach de Brun, who also composed the popular session tune, Man of Aran. I thank Carol Turner of Leeds,
UK for sending me this and several other de Brun tunes. I learned The Coalminer (aka More Power to your Elbow) from
Mary Bergin at the Milwaukee Irish Festival summer school. The last reel, The Sands of Time, has a relentless drive, rather
like the passage of time. D Feadog whistle. Note added 2012. Darach passed away in June 2012 of a coronary. At the
Milwaukee Irish Festival in 2004, while Darach was teaching a whistle class, I presented him a copy of 'Til Time Is No
More, as it had this tune of his. He told me then that he had renamed Knitting the Fog, but I don't recall his new name for it.

Malcolm Smith (1951-1996)

6. Lament for Malcolm (L. Mallette). Malcolm Smith, a great musician and good friend, died suddenly in October 1996,
in his early 40s, of an incurable heart disease. Characteristically, he never complained about his condition and seldom told
anyone, so that his death was a shock to many. He lived life to the fullest and by example showed many of us what is
important in life and how to find delight in the small beauties around us. He is greatly missed. His fiddle playing can be
heard on the recordings of the groups Cantiga and The New World Renaissance Band, and on the Christmas Presence album
by Therese Honey and Mark Johnson. In December 1996, thinking about my late friend, I sat down one day and played this
lament. A whistle.
7. Slow Reels: Mungo Kelly (traditional)/Maids of Mitchellstown (traditional). Reels are usually played quite fast for
the dance, but there is also a tradition of playing "slow reels". The slower tempo can reveal a beautiful melody. I found these
two tunes on the same page in Brendan Breathnach's Ceol Rince na hÊireann. Maids has been recorded in many different
guises, but I've not heard a recording of Mungo Kelly. D flute.

8. Double Jigs: Martin Talty's (M. Talty)/Caterpillar (L. Mallette)/Willie Coleman's (traditional). The first jig is in
Bulmer and Sharpley's "Music of Ireland," with the title of McGreavey's, transcribed from the playing of fiddler Jimmy
McHugh. It was composed by the late Martin Talty of Miltown Malbay, a wonderful whistle player who died in the mid
1980s. Caterpillar is our pet cat. I had to name a tune for her after she came to curl up in my lap when she first heard me
playing my Feadog, thus demonstrating her excellent musical taste. Willie Coleman's is a popular session tune that fits well
with the others. D whistle. Note added 2013: Further research show Martin Talty's was composed by Eddie Kelly.

9. Polka: Hotfoot Polka (L. Mallette). This polka goes fast enough to warm you up. D whistle.
10. Song: Mickey (traditional). Mickey is not meant as a 'pretty' song, but is about an all too common human problem and
the difficulty of finding a workable solution. Lara learned this song at a pub session in Fintown, Co.Donegal, and believes it
is of Scottish origin. Alternate titles are Mickey's Warning and Blue Bleezing Blind Drunk. D flute and D whistle.

11. Slip Jigs/Air: The Foxes (L. Mallette)/Hunting the Hare (traditional)/The Foxhunter's Jig (traditional)/Lament
for the Fox (Sean Ó'Riada). A traditional dance set, The Fox Chase, uses several "hunting" tunes and a fiddle solo that
depicts the death struggle of the fox. This track instead uses three slip jigs and a lament to tell the fox's side of the story. The
first tune depicts the fox gamboling back from his night's romp. Just as he reaches home, he hears a hunting call. The
hunters gallop by, but are only Hunting the Hare. Soon, another call announces the Foxhunters, which ends nearby with the
demise of a cousin, for whom our fox then gives a lament.
The lament has an unusual history. It was played by Ceoltoiri Chulann on a 1963 RTE radio broadcast as part of a
programmatic Fox Chase set. After a florid modulating harpsichord introduction by Ó'Riada, Paddy Moloney played the
lament on uillean pipes, joined part way through by a whistle player, probably Sean Potts. The short piece was never
published, was forgotten and nearly lost. Harry Bradshaw rediscovered it around 1995, near the end of one of the 12 inch
reels of tape he was remastering to digital format as part of the project to catalogue and preserve the huge RTE collection of
archival recordings of traditional music. Harry thinks the air was written by Ó'Riada specifically for the broadcast. Harry
told me that he spoke to several of the musicians who had played on the broadcast, and none could remember having played
the piece 30 years earlier. This set is dedicated to my sister Lyn and her family. D Flute.

12. Reels: Charles White's Favorite (traditional)/Silver Spear (traditional)/The Piper's Cow (L. Mallette). The first
two tunes are popular traditional tunes, although usually not played together. The title for the last tune was suggested by my
friend Peggy Turner, a wonderful musician and storyteller, who likes to tell the tale of The Cow that Ate the Piper. D flute.

13. Jigs: Cloverleaf (L. Mallette)/High and Dry (L. Mallette)/The Road to Ballyfarnan (L Mallette). The first tune is
dedicated to Rob and Dawn Middleton, founders of the Chicago group Cloverleaf, who have had me sit in for quite a few
gigs. I wrote High and Dry after one of Houston's torrential rains, while waiting in a raised parking lot for the streets to clear
of water so I could drive home. I named the third tune, a four part slip jig, during our travels in Co.Roscommon. The road
from Keadue up to Ballyfarnan seemed a magical place, going as it does by the ancient court tombs and crannogs at Lough
Meelagh, Carolan's resting place at Kilronan Abbey, and St. Lasair's Well, an holy spot for many centuries. D whistle.
14. Air: Eanach Cuain. The blind poet, Antoine Raifteiri (Raftery) (Co. Mayo 1784-1835) wrote an Irish poem to this
ancient air. The poem/song describes a boating tragedy on Lough Corrib in which 19 people, including a young bridal
couple, were drowned. The boat had set out to carry 31 people from Eanach Dhúin (Annaghdown, "Marsh of the Fort"), a
parish on the east side of the lough, 8 miles south down the lough to the fair at Galway City. I learned the air from Geraldine
Cotter's whistle tutor, then revised my playing of it after hearing several recorded versions of the song, kindly provided by
my Internet friends, Paul Kinder and Frank Harte (thanks, Paul and Frank). D-whistle.

Miss Caterpillar, the whistle-loving pet
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15. Slow Jigs: Black Mountain (L. Mallette)/The Mist Covered Mountain (J. Crehan). I wrote the first jig in June 1998
and played it the next month at the Swannanoa Gathering concert in Black Mountain, North Carolina. I dedicate the tune
and this set to the memory of the late Junior Crehan (1908-1998), the fiddler from Co. Clare who enriched our lives with
many fine tunes. In composing the second jig, Mr. Crehan took the opening phrase of an ancient Scottish air "Chi Mi na
Mor-bheanna" and built upon it. The jig has become a popular session tune and is often played at speed, but is nice at a
leisurely pace. D Flute.
16. Greenwood Laddie (traditional, adapted L. Bruchman). Peter Kennedy collected this song in Belfast, where it was
popular around the turn of this century ("Folk Songs of Britain and Ireland," #130). On the surface this courtship song tells
about a beau who has insufficient riches ("kind") to impress his love's parents. Kennedy, however, tells us that "his greenness may well have a deeper political significance." D flute.

The End

